
Rodgers & Hammerstein’s

Oklahoma!
Participation Information

Here is all the audition/interview information you need to know! INTEREST FORM (sign up by May 10)
Music - AUDITION MUSIC CUTS; There are rehearsal tracks to learn music, email matt.t.wolfe@gmail.com for access.
Dance - If you want to audition for a featured dancer please prepare your own 16-32 count dance to music. A general
dance will be taught for all cast members.
Acting - Will be at callbacks

COST
$25 (WCS Registration current 7-11 will earn ¼ HS Arts Credit, Wolfe is teacher of record); $10
(tee shirt); Scholarship available

THE CREATIVE TEAM
Artistic Director Matt Wolfe
Music Director Tyler Domer
Choreographer Cindy Straub
Orchestra Conductor Luke Furniss
Technical Direction Platinum Technical Designs (Nick Martin & Jacob Rmaey)
Costume Design Katie Smith
Assistant to Choreographer Megan Banks
Additional Artistic Support Stephanie Matushoneck

IMPORTANT DATES
(Finalized Calendar will be available by Auditions)

May 22 Auditions/Interviews
May 23 Callbacks/Assignments
May 25-28 6-9 Reading and Music
May 29-31 Memorial Day - OFF
June 1-4 2-5 or 6-9
June 7-11 2-5 or 6-9
June 14-18 2-5 or 6-9
June 19 Juneteenth - OFF
June 20 Father's Day - OFF

June 21-25 2-5 or 6-9
June 26-27 POSSIBLE WEEKEND
June 28-30 2-5 AND 6-9
July 1-5 4th of July - OFF
July 6-14 TECH REHEARSALS
July 15-18 PERFORMANCES
July 19-22 OFF
July 23/24 PERFORMANCE/STRIKE

Company Info

CAST
6 male gendered principal/supporting roles
5 female gendered principal/supporting roles

1 gender-flexible principal role
20+ Ensemble, Dancers, Featured singers/actors

CREW
10+ Production Crew (Set, Props, Paint)
3 Stage Managers
6 Light Crew/Followspots

6 Sound Crew
4 Costume Crew

PIT ORCHESTRA
FLUTE (doubling PICCOLO)
OBOE (doubling ENGLISH HORN, BASS OBOE and OBOE
D’AMORE)
[BASS OBOE and OBOE D’AMORE are double lined for
ENGLISH HORN]
CLARINET I
CLARINET II (Doubling BASS CLARINET)
BASSOON (Optional)
HORN I
HORN II
TRUMPET I
TRUMPET II
TRUMPET III (Optional)
TROMBONE I

TROMBONE II (Optional)
HARP
GUITAR (doubling BANJO)
PERCUSSION Breakdown: Trap Set (Snare Drum, Tom
Toms, Bass Drum, Hi-Hat and Suspended Cymbal), Oriental
Drum (deep), 3 Timpani (25-26, 28-29, 32) Orchestra Bells,
Xylophone, Vibraphone, Chimes (B Flat, E Flat), Wood
Block, Temple Blocks, Pop Cork Gun (or similar), Slapstick
(Whip), Cowbell and (optional) Tambourine
VIOLINS A (6 players)
VIOLINS B (4 players)
VIOLAS (2 players)
CELLOS (2 players)
BASS (1 or 2 players)

https://forms.gle/wMcN3XQSFnTjktcz5
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1FTTrSRV1Rh41i0afMRGr3Tw2o3O3Gk-F/view?usp=sharing
mailto:matt.t.wolfe@gmail.com
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Why Oklahoma!? Notes from Artistic Director, Matt Wolfe

Inspiration Articles and Videos - The orchestrations are classic Oklahoma!, so some of the
musical interpretations won’t be there, but style and tone will be heavily inspired from these
sources. The show will be appropriate for all ages and will be performed OUTSIDE at the
Amphitheatre in Alum Creek Park.
Publicity about the New Class of Oklahoma!
Press and video from Revival
Cast/Crew Info - Revival
Article about NEW Oklahoma!

In early 1900s, the setting of the musical, imagine living in the middle of the United States
surrounded by only a small community of people who suffered, fought, celebrated and claimed
the land they lived as their own. The farmers and the cowmen stayed divided even though they
needed one another and the world was no bigger than the word of mouth in your community or
the town over. It took months for information to spread. People of the time knew that change
was inevitable, which made it terrifying.
In the 1940s, years written and developed, countries were taking sides combining forces into a
World War. The United States was afraid and as broadcasting and media technology began to
evolve communities were given access to current events and happenings in the world at what
felt like in instant. Individuals within communities were able to better form their own opinions on
domestic and international conflicts creating a divide where once consensus ruled. A clear
connection between the times.
In 2021, year of OUR production, we are once again at a time of great social and political
change. Information technology floods our feeds. Opinions and facts are sometimes blurred into
an alternate reality and we are quick to judge and assume. These are cautionary tales that the
1940s musical set in the 1900s teaches us and lessons that still ring true in today’s
communities.

Make no mistake, Oklahoma! is a musical filled with joy and optimism about tomorrow and I
intend to celebrate that joy, however it is also a look at the resistance to change. That underlying
condition which makes us feel most safe when we are around people who we identify with.  But
what is identity?
As a community we identify regionally, but within a community power shifts from group to group.

To me, Oklahoma! is a perfect musical. Big song and dance numbers, great roles for actors,
dancers and singers, ability for the ensemble to expand as large as auditions warrant and a
story that resembles a particular time, but speaks to audiences of all ages.
I hope that you will join us this summer and do your part in telling an old story in a brand new
way!
Wolfe

https://www.theatlantic.com/entertainment/archive/2019/04/oklahoma-daniel-fishs-dark-new-broadway-production/586684/
https://oklahomabroadway.com/
https://www.playbill.com/production/oklahoma-circle-in-the-square-theatre-2018-2019
https://theundefeated.com/features/the-unbearable-whiteness-of-oklahoma-on-broadway/
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Cast Info: Non-traditional casting will be encouraged for all roles.

Curly McLain |Baritone| Handsome, strong, rough-hewn, clever cowhand in love with Laurey, but refuses to
admit it. Curly resembles what the world expects and struggles with those expectations.

Laurey Williams |Soprano| Spitfire and smart with an air of innocence. Lives with Aunt Eller on a farm and is
in love with Curly, though may not admit it. Laurey understands that a woman is more than a prize, but
still dreams of the fairytale.

Aunt Eller Murphy |Mezzo-soprano| Rough with a fair heart that makes a leader in the community. Good
values and a sense of humor. Raises Laurey. Eller is the matriarch of the community and the heartbeat of the
musical.

Ado Annie Carnes |Soprano (Belter with E)| Andrew Carnes’ daughter and “Can’t Say No” to anyone. A
comedic romantic lead, is wooed by Ali Hakim, but also has feelings for Will Parker. Ado Annie is the youth
of the show antagonistic, rebellious and resists what the world thinks.

Will Parker |Tenor| A cowboy that is smitten with Ado Annie. Bright comic appeal. Will Parker must be able
to move. Will carries around a certain amount of privilege. Charming and over the top and often gets excused
as being ‘one of the boys’.

Jud Fry |Baritone| Jud is a farmhand on Aunt Eller’s and Laurey’s farm. Does not fit into society well. Jud’s
insecurities and depression sends the character into turmoil. Jud’s inability to see the world as it actually is
and the world’s resistance to create an equitable world for Jud ultimately leads to the tragic hero status.

Ali Hakim |Baritone|  A traveling peddler who says they are from Persia. Though we aren’t sure how much of
what they say should be believed. They have an eye for the ladies. The role calls for a clever comic actor. A
specific accent is not needed for this production, perhaps Ali speaks in a different way or has an odd inflection
in their voice. The actor auditioning for Ali Hakim should create the role in their own image. Gender Flexible
role.

Judge Andrew Carnes |Baritone|  Overprotective parent of Ado Annie; Thinks Will Parker is “no good” and
defends the honor of Ado Annie with the ever present shotgun.

Gertie Cummings |ACTING ROLE| Gertie is an obnoxious loud mouth with a “unique” laugh. Has eyes for
Curly making Laurey jealous.

Ike Skidmore |Tenor|  Owner of the ranch where the box social is held.

Cord Elam |Tenor/Baritone| Is the Federal Marshall in town.

Dream Laurey/ Dream Curly/ Dream Ensemble |Dancer|

Ensemble Roles
Farmers, Cowhands, Dancers.  Large singing and dancing ensemble with numerous named and featured
singing roles and speaking parts will be determined from this ensemble.


